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In search of a good night's sleep, Pooh asks seven of his friends to tell him a
bedtime story, until Kanga finally has him snoring away. Children's BOMC Main.
Edward Bear acquires a new name and with it a new life of many good times and
adventures
A stunning collection of favourite bedtime stories from one of the world's bestloved storytellers. With gorgeous full-colour illustrations by Becky Cameron
throughout. Both a gorgeous collection for fans of Enid Blyton and a striking
introduction to her work for new readers, this glorious collection contains over
300 pages of beautifully illustrated short stories to read and share at bedtime.
Each short story stands alone and takes the reader on a brand-new adventure.
From the pixie seamstress who makes dresses for the Fairy Queen, to the little
boy who turns into a steam engine, meet a host of magic and memorable
characters, brought to life by Becky Cameron's charming illustrations. The stories
appeared in magazines and anthologies published between 1920-1960 and
some are collected here for the first time! Look out for these other gorgeous Enid
Blyton gift books: Enid Blyton's Magical Treasury The Famous Five Treasury
Jolly Good Food (a children's cook book) Favourite Stories from Enid Blyton *
Enid Blyton ® and Enid Blyton's signature are Registered Trademarks of Hodder
and Stoughton Limited. No trademark or copyrighted material may be reproduced
without the express written permission of the trademark and copyright owner.
Five beautifully illustrated hardcover books about the best bear in All the World.
Includes Winnie-the-Pooh, The House at Pooh Corner, Now We Are Six, When
We Were Very Young And Return to the Hundred Acre Wood.
Few friendships are as true and lasting as those that exist in A.A. Milne's
enchanted Hundred Acre Wood.
Characters and events from the Pooh books illustrate a calendar designed to
record birthdays.
The Pocket Library format is back and this time it's got a lenticular changing
image Each mini Pocket Library contains six great stories for children to enjoy.
The board books are durable and small enough for young children to carry
around.
Edward Bear coming downstairs now, bump, bump, bump, on the back of his
head, behind Christopher Robin. It is, as far as he knows, the only way of coming
downstairs, but sometimes he feels that there really is another way, if only he
could stop bumping for a moment and think of it. And then he feels that perhaps
there isn't.
Follows the adventures of Winnie-the-Pooh, his boy Christopher Robin, and the
residents of the Hundred Acre Wood.
Opening the book reveals a pop-up world consisting of the tree houses of Pooh, Piglet,
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Owl, and Christopher Robbin.
Pooh has nightmares about a heffalump that steals his new pots of honey.
Stuffed animals though they may be, Pooh, Piglet, Tigger, Eeyore, and the rest have a
reputation for dropping simple and timeless nuggets of wisdom and inspiration.
Spanning decades' worth of unforgettable moments from Pooh and friends, this
collection of the most memorable Winnie the Pooh quotes is the perfect gift for fans of
Pooh.
A. A. Milne's Pooh stoies and poems have delighted children for generations since they
first appeared over 70 years ago. Here we have Winnie-the Pooh, The House at Pooh
Corner, When We Were Very Young, and Now We Are Six. Ages 3+.
Juana Medina's ingenious illustrations nearly pop off the page in her new counting
book, ONE BIG SALAD. One avocado deer saunters across the spread, two radish
mice scurry by, until finally ten clementine kitties prance onto the scene - all of the
ingredients in one big salad! Medina's previous book with Viking, SMICK!, introduced
her to the children's book world, and now she's bringing her fresh and innovative take
on the concept book form.
Wear your heart on your sleeve with these two heart-shaped books, with words of love
from Pooh and Piglet. When you are Pooh honey is your first love, and your best friend
loves you despite you being a Silly Old Bear. When you are Piglet love is found in
giving and in the company of friends, no matter how small you are. So say you like
them, say they are just what you wanted for these two little books are yours with love
from Pooh and Piglet.
From New York Times bestselling author Mac Barnett and Geisel Award-winning
illustrator Greg Pizzoli, an uproarious early reader series about a mischievous rabbit, a
cranky old lady, and a lovable dog. The Lady and Rex have a baseball game against
the Big City Brats. Jack is not allowed to swing the bat, so he is told to be the Bat Boy.
That is, until the Lady Town Ladies and the Big City Brats are tied. It's up to Jack to hit
a home run, but on the way to home plate he spots some snacks . . . Welcome to the
laugh-out-loud and irreverent world of Jack, a new early reader series by the New York
Times bestselling and award-winning team of Mac Barnett and Greg Pizzoli.

Each book is an adventure with Disney's Winnie the Pooh and friends. Individual
storylines incorporate a full range of preschool skills, including reading, math,
language, fine motor, and manipulative activities. -- Detachable answer key -Original storyline -- Parent resource guide
Uses Winnie-the-Pooh characters such as Tigger, Christopher Robin, and Piglet
to introduce the concept of color. On board pages.
Among the adventures shared by the bear and his friends are Eeyore's birthday
and the search for Small.
Presents an unabridged collection of Winnie-the-Pooh stories featuring
Christopher Robin and his friends.
Blue is having a sleepover party, but what does she want to do before bed?
Cuddle up with this padded board book and play a special game of Blue's Clues
with Josh from Nickelodeon's Blue's Clues and You to find out!
Hug, squeeze, and squeak with Winnie the Pooh and his friends in this playful
board book! Listen to Winnie the Pooh giggle and squeak in this adorable,
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interactive storybook. Laugh along with Tigger, Piglet, Eeyore, and all of your
friends in the Hundred Acre Wood! With a squeezable Pooh on every page, this
book is perfect for playtime or anytime.
On a stroll through the Hundred-Acre Wood, Pooh stumbles upon a giant orange
pumpkin. With the help of his friends, Pooh comes up with a perfect plan for the
pumpkin. This shaped book with a braided cord handle is sure to become a
favorite at Halloween and beyond.
This carefully crafted Edition of the timeless classic and best-selling book of
poetry certainly is time well spent! It was first published in 1924, and was
beautifully illustrated by Ernest Howard Shepard. 8.5x11'' Matte Cover Can be
used as a coloring book
Contributions by Megan De Roover, Jennifer Harrison, Sarah Jackson, Zoe Jaques,
Nada Kujundži?, Ivana Milkovi?, Niall Nance-Carroll, Perry Nodelman, David Rudd,
Jonathan Chun Ngai Tsang, Nicholas Tucker, Donna Varga, and Tim Wadham One
hundred years ago, disparate events culminated in one of the most momentous
happenings in the history of children’s literature. Christopher Robin Milne was born to
A. A. and Dorothy “Daphne” Milne; Edward Bear, a lovable stuffed toy, arrived on the
market; and a living, young bear named Winnie settled in at the London Zoo. The
collaboration originally begun by the Milnes, E. H. and Florence Shepard, Winnie
herself, and the many toys and personalities who fed into the Pooh legend continued to
evolve throughout the twentieth and twenty-first centuries to become a global
phenomenon. Yet even a brief examination of this sensation reveals that Pooh and his
adventures were from the onset marked by a rich complexity behind a seeming
simplicity and innocence. This volume, after a decades-long lull in concentrated Pooh
scholarship, seeks to highlight the plurality of perspectives, modes, and interpretations
these tales afford, especially after the Disney Corporation scooped its paws into the
honeypot in the 1950s. Positioning Pooh: Edward Bear after One Hundred Years
argues the doings of Pooh remain relevant for readers in a posthuman, informationcentric, media-saturated, globalized age. Pooh's forays destabilize social certainties on
all levels—linguistic, ontological, legal, narrative, political, and so on. Through essays
that focus on geography, language, narrative, characterization, history, politics,
economics, and a host of other social and cultural phenomena, contributors to this
volume explore how the stories open up discourses about identity, ethics, social
relations, and notions of belonging. This first volume to offer multiple perspectives from
multiple authors on the Winnie-the-Pooh books in a single collection focuses on and
develops approaches that bring this classic of children’s literature into the current era.
Essays included not only are of relevance to scholars with an interest in Pooh, Milne,
and the “golden age” of children’s literature, but also showcase the development of
children’s literature scholarship in step with exciting modern developments in literary
theory.
Winnie-the-Pooh’s Little Book of Wisdom, is a honeypot full of Wise Words and Useful
Advice from the Bear of Very Little Brain. With topics ranging from the 'Art of Disguise'
to 'Gastronomic Disappointment', this humorous book gives you Pooh's unique take on
life. Based on the classic Winnie-the-Pooh stories by A. A. Milne and featuring E. H.
Shepard's delightfully charming illustrations.
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CHILDREN'S BOOKS/ALL AGES
Sly Fox comes to the Hundred Acre Wood to sell clothes but all he wants is Pooh's
honey. A take-off on the King's new clothes story.
"Pooh discovers gravity"--cover [p. 4].
Spring has sprung in the Hundred-Acre Wood and Winnie the Pooh is planting a
garden. Turn the pages and lift the flaps of this delightful tale to see what surprises are
springing up in Pooh's secret garden!
Depicts Christopher Robin, Pooh, Rabbit, Piglet, Tigger, and all their friends from the
Hundred Acre Wood as they act out classic nursery rhymes and popular childen's
verses. On board pages.
More than forty recipes feature vignettes of the Milne characters.

A delightful new collection of Winnie-the-Pooh stories, told in the style of A. A.
Milne, that explores life before the Hundred Acre Wood. How did Christopher
Robin meet his beloved bear? Did Pooh and his friends see any of London
before they moved to the Hundred Acre Wood? These questions and more are
explored in this charming new collection of stories. Each tale features a gentle
adventure set in London or the countryside, and they include iconic locations
such as Harrods, London Zoo, and the Natural History Museum. Pooh, Eeyore,
and Piglet even make a new friend: Flo the house mouse. Written in the timeless
style of A. A. Milne, with illustrations that are true to the spirit of the original
drawings by E. H. Shepard. These sweet and comforting tales are perfect for
both new readers and longtime fans.
Pooh's LibraryWinnie-The-Pooh, the House at Pooh Corner, When We Were
Very Young, Now We Are SixDutton Childrens Books
Two volumes featuring the adventures of Pooh, Eeyore, Tigger, Piglet, Owl, and
other friends of Christopher Robin are accompanied by two volumes of poetry
including "The King's Breakfast" and "Vespers."
Revive your childhood wonder and fascination with the most exquisitely
illustrated edition of Aesop’s Fables to hit the market in years—featuring
breathtaking original artwork by #1 New York Times bestselling illustrator Charles
Santore! The most well known and well loved of Aesop’s Fables have been
brought to life with NYT #1 bestselling illustrator Charles Santore’s beloved and
breathtaking artwork. These classic and captivating tales help to illustrate basic
moral issues through the amazing artwork and simple stories we all know and
love.
Designs taken from the classic Shepard illustrations to the Pooh books introduce
the numbers from one to twelve.
As Christopher Robin prepares a graduation celebration for his friends in the
Hundred-Acre Wood, Winnie the Pooh wonders what his special award might be.
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